January 1, 2021

Nevada Wildlife
Watcher
Happy New Year to all of you Nevada wildlife lovers! In this issue
we will highlight the bene ts of road overpasses (and some
underpasses) for wildlife; highlight a Nevada wildlife watcher and
proli c activist; follow up on the petition regarding the use of dogs
in bear hunts; and a commentary on science in wildlife
management. Let’s get started…..

The road less
travelled but
just as
important

A

nyone who travels the highways in our State has to be

concerned about the e ects of vehicles on wildlife. How many of
us, sighting wildlife in the road, have pulled over (dangerous or
not) to escort wildlife o of the road? Lots of us! E orts to protect
wildlife from motorized vehicles has a long history with such
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examples as the birding community advocating and helping to
erect perches in Washoe Valley for raptors; NDOW’s work around
the west side of Walker Lake along US 95 to protect big horn
sheep; the special wildlife fencing along I580; and under/over
passes for wildlife crossings are just a few of the innovations that
wildlife agencies, transportation agencies, and the general public
have advocated for to protect such a precious natural resource as
our wildlife
Road underpasses were common initially with overpasses added
later. Perhaps they were easier to implement under existing
structures. But have the underpasses helped wildlife? Would the
underpasses just trap some wildlife as easy prey for other wildlife
species and then prevent the vulnerable species from using the
underpasses? Nevada wildlife watchers were particularly interested
in the impacts of underpasses along US 395 at Hallelujah Junction
since it is just north of Reno and traversed by all sorts of wildlife.
In December, 2019 a 2 year study of the 3 underpasses in that area
was published in the Journal of Wildlife Management. The
conclusion was that more monitoring should be done because
there was evidence predator-prey interactions might be a ected
by the underpasses (as well as human activity around the
underpasses). However, the Wildlife Society published in August
of 2020 a four year study from Quebec that did not support the
“prey-trap hypothesis” of underpasses and suggested continued
use of underpasses as a bene t for wildlife. (Underpass photo
US93 taken by Fauna T.

O

verpasses may have more appeal and studies regarding their

e ectiveness are currently being done around the country. In
Nevada, the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT), the
Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW), as well as other groups
have worked together to construct wildlife crossings and fencing
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improvements. According to the 2016 NDOT study (see graph
below), Elko County has the most vehicle vs, wildlife collisions in
the State. Especially problematic stretches of highway for wildlife
collisions (mostly deer) are US93 (Wells) and I80, Wells
going to Wendover. There are now several crossings
constructed in these areas. The photos shown on this page
(by Fauna T.) are an overpass on US93. The top photo
shows natural vegetation growth on the overpass. Wildlife
watchers in Wells, NV report that they are less concerned
about vehicle/deer collisions on both stretches of highway
compared to years past. The fencing seen in new highway
construction around the State is designed to allow deer to
get o the road. There are di erent fence designs but one
e ective design allows the deer to be guided along the
contours of the fence to a higher ground level constructed
so the deer can jump over the fence with ease. In a
conversation with NHP this fall, there was con rmation of
increased public safety going north on US93. The fencing
may o er additional bene t to drivers who are at risk of
plunging down a steep embankment after a collision with a
deer. Let’s all thank NDOT, NDOW and others for such
creative public/wildlife safety structures.

The following NDOT
video shows some of
the improvements
being made.
https://vimeo.com/
35716438
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A

nnoula Wylderich is a highly respected and well known

animal activist living in Southern Nevada. She has a background in

Wildlife watcher
pro le

neighborhood revitalization and became an advocate for animals
“because I felt it equally important to create a more compassionate
society. How we treat animals reveals who we are as human beings.
I believe when animals bene t, we do as well.” Annoula has been
an integral part of many successes including shortened tethering
time for dogs in Clark County; banning horse tripping at rodeo
events; helping to pass a state ban on wildlife tra cking; and
conducting injured waterfowl rescue (due to shing). Annoula
meets with elected o cials, law enforcement, and business/
community leaders to raise awareness and to enact laws; she
conducts humane education presentations and coordinates
campaigns; she volunteers on boards, task forces, and numerous
organizations to advance animal protection. Annoula’s most recent
role is Nevada State Director for Animal Wellness Action. Her
current focus is, “ensuring that those charged with egregious
animal cruelty will receive proper sentencing for their crimes
instead of being permitted to plea down to lesser o enses.” She
points out the connection between animal abuse and the crimes
against humans; and hopes that the judicial and legislative
branches of government will support the work of law enforcement
and prosecutors, “so that laws don’t become useless pieces of paper
which would prove harmful to both animal welfare and public
safety.” Another current focus for Annoula are wildlife issues such
as trapping and wildlife killing contests. The future of Nevada’s
wildlife is bright with advocates like Annoula forging ahead to
advance true conservation
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N

evada ranks 8th in the number of butter ies found in a

single state (per USFWS website). Of course, like most fauna in
our state they need healthy habitats to keep going and we can help
with habitats without being intrusive. January is the month when
most of us start to plan our gardens and it is important to plant
native ora that attract butter ies and keep them healthy. Please
refer to the UNR cooperative extension website as well as your

Butter y fun
facts!

local bugs and butter ies nonpro ts (there are several in NV) for
information on what to plant. In addition, local nurseries are
becoming more educated about what native pollinator plants to
o er.

“Possible western tiger swallowtail caterpillar” - butter y presenter
identifying wildlife watcher 2019 photo during presentation in
Reno, 2019
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F

ollow up from November Commission Meeting

The petition to end the use of hounds in a bear hunt was heard in
November. The presenter, Cathy Smith, advanced the main points
of an excellent argument. The vote to go forward with the petition
was 4-3 in favor. The January NBWC meeting and future meetings
will involve discussions and need for support for this petition.
Thank you to all who wrote to the Commission in favor of the
petition! You spoke up for Nevada Wildlife and for true

Find the cedar
waxwing

conservation. Please see commentary below regarding the need for
wildlife watchers and activists to better understand some of the
issues at hand

A WORD ABOUT SCIENCE IN WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
The asser on that wildlife is managed according to science is
commonly made by sportsmen, wildlife agencies and others.
The North American Model of Wildlife Conserva on, a 20-yearold no on that sportsmen “saved” wildlife in this country
through hun ng (and its regula on) has used seven “sisters” or
benchmarks to lay out its principles. One of the seven states
that wildlife should be managed according to science.

Commentary by
Don Molde

Is the asser on true? What is “science”?
Generally, science is a process of inves ga on, postula ng
theories or hunches that are subject to experimental design,
data collec on, sta s cal analysis and the review of an
outcome that con rms or denies the original hypothesis.
Typically, the outcome of an experiment leads to further
inves ga on based upon the previous results.
The Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners established a
black bear hunt in 2010 (a er 85 years without one). Did the
wildlife commission cite a scien c study that indicated a need
for a bear hunt in Nevada at that me? Was there a scien c
experiment that determined the bear hunt should be in the fall
of the year, that a maximum of 20 bears should be killed and
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that dogs should be used to pursue the bear for the hunter’s
convenience?
The answer to those ques ons is NO! There is no such thing as
a science experiment that demonstrates that hun ng anything,
anywhere….let alone bears in Nevada in 2011….is proper,
necessary or “scien c”.
While the wildlife commission considered
biological and sta s cal informa on about the
400 (or so) black bears living along the Sierra
Front, the decisions to establish the bear hunt,
season length, quota and age/sex ra os to be
observed were social or values-based decisions.
Pu ng it slightly di erently, “hunter
convenience/hunter opportunity” rather than
“science” were the determining factors in
establishing the hunt and its condi ons.
“Science” had nothing to do with the decisions in
the strictest sense.
Except typically, such social/values judgement
decisions by the wildlife commission are
bolstered by bits and pieces of informa on from
some areas of science. For example, es mated
popula on numbers, perhaps even measured by
acceptable scien c means, may be cited in
support of their decisions. Yet, other available
science is overlooked or not considered.
Therein lies the problem. Is “science” an intact en ty? Or is it
suscep ble to “cherry-picking”?
For example, the basis of wildlife management these days in
Nevada (and elsewhere) involves the idea that a stable base
popula on of a species (e.g., mule deer) provides an “excess” of
animals each spring with the “birth pulse” when fawns join the
herd. An es mate can be made as to a percentage of the
“excess” that can be killed without damaging the base
popula on.
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However, well established science…nothing short of the Theory
of Evolu on….suggests that there is no “excess” in Nature. In
fact, an “excess” is necessary, according to the Theory of
Evolu on, to promote compe on and, ul mately, the survival
of the est for the bene t of the species.
Hunters are encouraged in various ways (trophy records, etc) to
kill the largest, most successful animals thereby viola ng
another of the well-established evolu onary principles….that
older, successful animals are necessary, even essen al, for
passing on their knowledge and gene cs to preserve, improve
and protect the success of the species.
We know from racehorse owners and livestock breeders that
they do not kill their most successful animals. Rather, they
carefully observe what we know about gene cs and make the
most of it.
There are many other examples in modern day wildlife
management that defy well-established scien c principles and
knowledge in favor of “hunter opportunity/hunter
convenience” which is the determining factor in most decisions
by wildlife commissions that have to do with killing animals. It
could easily be argued that wildlife management disregards as
much or more science than it uses in its decision-making
process.
So, it is clear that life-and-death decisions about which animals
or birds live or die made by wildlife commissions are driven
mostly by social/values decisions and not by full- edged science
inquiry. There is no be er way to encapsulate the process than
to call it “hunter opportunity”. It is the trump card.

T

hank you to Don, Fauna, Annoula, and Stephanie. Keep

watch for bills in the 2021 Legislature that may impact our wildlife.
We will continue to bring attention to wildlife issues that demand
action. Until next time ….
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